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APPENDIX TWO

Things to Accomplish

The following transcription represents a list of things Effie wanted to accomplish before her death. The list, in Effie’s handwriting, is in an 11" x 8 1/2" wide marginal ruled notebook. On the cover at the top, written with ballpoint pen in Effie’s hand, it reads: “Minutes of our Family reunion in back” and “Things I Want to do.” The minutes of the reunion have evidently been removed. The last verso has several negligible notations (dates, and references). MS in the possession of Noel A. Carmack.

[recto]

Some things I’d Like to do before I die—
Get old songs published — also “Ariz Diary”
A Book of Poems — “Playthings + Pastimes of Pioneer Children”
Get paintings collected into special groups—
Nauvoo Sketches + paintings—Childhood pictures
Faces in pencil—in trips—(on busses—trains—cars) etc
Silhouettes + sketches of my family—
Portrait of Emma Marquess Davey + another for other frame—Aunt ^Susan^ Elizabeth ^P. Pool^ Cravens (Grmas sister)
Get photos in plastic for my records—
Marquess—Armstrong—P Pool—Carmack etc
— My Children—different families—
Get pedigrees typed + printed—
Get good boxes (or binders) for each family ^record^
+ make shelves to put them on—(or ones I already have)—
Paint pictures I have promised—
And for Hazels curio store + for Mr Bruchman (and for Fay)— and pictures
Illustrations for above books—Diaries etc
Write the letter to go with old songs—for book
Get old songs on tape—(find ones I want to record)—
Maybe buy a “Writers Market”—^or get it at library^
Resubscribe for Writers Magazine—
Record the mimic of Birds songs ^on tape^—
Find the Material for “Calif Mother” +^sent it^ file it—
Send Article to Ch. News of Mission—theo. teaching songs—books, etc;— Get “My story” typed

[verso, near the top, left portion of page]
Sr. Berkel is typing it